ADK

Contract #: 1011

Date : DD MMM YYYY

Consulting, LLC
960 Eldorado Ave.,#E
P.O. Box 506
Rollinsville, CO 80474
Phone: 303 668 8667

CONTRACT

le

le

ADK Consulting, LLC will provide maintenance and repair work for client: ________________
for 1 year commencing _______________________ and ending _____________________
on up to ____ home computers on the following fee basis.

p

p

$1000/yr. To be paid upon commencement of contract.

am

am

Includes up to 6, 2 hour bi-Monty visits or drop offs for check and maintenance + up to 20 hours pre-paid on call or drop off repair
service.
Excludes any parts, supplies, software etc. needed. Client will be informed of necessary supplies, parts, software etc. and must agree
to reimburse ADK Cons. LLC on a not for resale basis or purchase same before installation.
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S
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Maintenance check includes a check for updates and system health for a period of up to 2 hrs per visit/drop off. Hourly fees will ensue
beyond the 2 hour limit. If not notified, it will be assumed that 2 hour limit was not reached.

p

Hourly fees will be subtracted from the 20 hr. total until that total is exhausted. Client will be notified before extension beyond 20 hour
limit is deemed necessary. Client may purchase additional hours and visits on separate contract.

am

le

Standard hourly fee of $___/hr. will ensue when 20 hours are exhausted between the dates stated above. If 20 hours are not used, there
is no refund for unused hours. If client is not notified, it will be assumed the 20 hour yearly limit has not been reached.

p

If 6 visits/drop offs are not achieved due to scheduling problems, cancellations etc. originating from the client, no refund will be due.
If visits/drop offs are not achieved due to the fault of ADK Consulting, LLC a refund of $70 per un-achieved visit/drop off will be
paid.

S

am

ADK Consulting, LLC posits the ability to work on many types of computers and network equipment. By signing below we imply our
ability to maintain client's equipment in good faith and in a workman like manner. Details of experience can be found on our website at
http://www.adkconsultingllc.com/adk/about.html. A copy of technician's resume may be supplied upon request.

S

Signed: ________________________________/date: _________ For ADK Consulting, LLC
________________________/date: _________ For Client (Print Name): _____________________

ADK Consulting is a Limited Liability Company.
Karl Hudnut. US. Tax ID # 368-70-3186

